the needle editor right now suggest the test name as needle name instead of the tag os-autoinst was looking for.

Improve the default needle name suggestion.

History

#1 - 17/11/2015 10:21 am - mlin7442

is this really valid?

a case:
currently needle editor is suggests test-oocalc-1-kde-20151117 in case date is 20151117, if change it to "tag-base" the needle name will be test-oocalc-1-20151117, however if you trying to do the same thing on GNOME test at the same day, "tag-base" will propose same needle name, then oocalc test on KDE might fail. we've many such kind case on openqa.o.o(esp. X11 tests).

#2 - 17/11/2015 10:25 am - coolo

the problem is not with updating needles. the problem is with new tests.

If you have one test with 3 assert_screen in it, the webui will suggest always mynewtest-20151117 while we use myfirsttag-20151117

I think suggesting mynewtest-myfirsttag-20151117 would actually be ideal - the user can shorten it if she wants to

#3 - 17/11/2015 10:33 am - mlin7442

ok. I'm agree that with new test.

#4 - 17/11/2015 10:40 am - coolo

- Status changed from New to In Progress
- Assignee set to coolo

#5 - 17/11/2015 11:01 am - coolo

- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved

https://github.com/os-autoinst/openQA/pull/467